Macon-Bibb County Government
Procurement Department
Government Center
700 Poplar Street, Suite 308
Macon, Georgia 31201
(478) 803-0550
Fax (478) 751-7252

June 3, 2020

ADDENDUM # 3
To:

ALL PROSPECTIVE FIRMS

Re:

INVITATION FOR BIDS: 20-075-LS – Deep Patch With Asphalt Resurfacing Projects
Questions and Answers

I just wanted to clarify something about the required submitted documents now that amendment
#2 is out:
Is the report labeled “2020 LMIG Project Report” a required bid submittal document? Or, as I
suspect, was the 2020 LMIG Project Report provided for information only and is not required as
a bid submittal?
Would it be possible for Macon Bibb to reissue a “Final” Bid Schedule Package once the
department has finished clarifying and adjusting the bidding documents? Right now we are
having to pull in sheets from multiple locations and it is somewhat confusing with adding roads,
deleting roads/bid items, we are afraid it is going to be very easy for anyone bidding on this
project to not pull in the correct forms due to the changes.
The “2020 Quantity Worksheet Contractor Spending” Excel spreadsheet was included to
let the bidders know our estimated quantities for every one of the 2020 LMIG streets. It’s a
tool for them to use, NOT TO BE SUBMITTED WITH THEIR BID. It allows them to
calculate the milling, patching new asphalt and all of the other paving work subtotal items
for the 23 main bid 2020 streets. Then, just fill in the unit price and total price for each
item, all 23 streets, in the “Bid Schedule”. The total cost for all of those items will
determine the main bid amount, as we have told the bidders at the pre-bid meeting. All of
the six additive 2020 streets are also detailed out in the 2020 Quantity Worksheet
Contractor Spending Excel spreadsheet. They just have to add up what they calculate on
those six additive streets, in the Quantity Worksheet, and fill out the six individual “Bid
Schedule” forms for those six streets. They do not need to fill out and submit the Quantity
Worksheet form. Again, that is just in the bid package to help them calculate the quantities
for each 2020 street, to fill out the Bid Schedule forms and submit them. The six 2019

streets all have their own “Bid Schedule” forms, to be filled out and turned in with their
bid. I do not have a Quantity Worksheet for the six 2019 streets. The Bid Schedule forms
are detailed enough for those six streets, and the 2019 bid prices will not affect bid award.
Please incorporate this change into the Invitation for Bid and acknowledge receipt of this addendum on your bid form.

Sincerely,

Lauren N. Schultz
Lauren N. Schultz
Procurement Officer
lschultz@maconbibb.us
478-749-9993

